
When truths are 
always relevant
yet secrecy finds 
its place



“And how does creative criminality

outwit machines so terrifyingly? Because

machines only predict the future on the

basis of the past. Whereas humans can

predict and make the future on the basis

of … the future.”
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• I've been doing some 
thinking today. This 
afternoon, in fact. I met 
with a person who has 
done me a lot of 
damage in my life.



• I quickly clocked to the 
fact that they had a 
plan. It was to inveigle 
me in their life again.



• Without going into 
too much detail, it 
ended up meaning I 
felt dirty, sick and 
nauseous.

• Three hours or so later I 
feel exactly the same.



• There's a cousin of mine 
– very successful in 
both the familial and 
the professional 
(neither being my case) 
– who once assured me 
that not all truths are 
relevant.



• I didn't like this, the minute I heard it. But I 

couldn't quite, then, put my finger on it.

• After today’s meeting, not with my cousin 

I hasten to add (just to clarify), I have 

realised why I felt then and now the 

converse: all truths are relevant – or, if not, 

in an interconnected universe of butterfly 

effects, none are.



• And if we follow this 
line of reasoning to its 
ultimate degree, since 
some clearly are 
relevant, it follows that 
all must be.



• And then I realised 
another thing: what 
confers true power on 
an individual or 
organisation in societies 
like ours isn't the power 
that goes with a post 
but the power that 
influences invisibly. 



• What I mean when I discuss this 
thing I have termed 
#neoterrorismontheindividual: 
that is, a tech-driven #gaslighting 
conducted habitually, now, 
across all sectors and fields of 
human endeavour: 

• https://gb2earth.com/citizenx

https://gb2earth.com/citizenx




• And so this is the 
reason why some 
people – many, indeed, 
I feel ... too many by 
now – have chosen to 
say not all truths are 
relevant.



Because, in so doing, this allows them –

proactively enables them, even – to 

acquire and expand their power through

influencing their way through life, rather

than through exerting this thing we call

power, but in more legitimately apparent

ways.



This is where I am when I talk about

#darkfigure and #neocrime: areas of

criminal and zemiological activity (legal

societal harm) not visible to criminal-

justice and law-enforcement systems

for a multitude of reasons.



• https://gb2earth.com/hunch/neocrime

https://gb2earth.com/hunch/neocrime


• In truth, you may find 

me more on your side 

than you expect – those 

of you who, like my 

cousin, demand that we 

accept not all truths

need to be relevant for 

the idea of truth to have

its relevance.



It’s when we talk about the following: 

• how #totalsurveillance philosophies and the

idea of #machineprimacy,

• in the wake of Hamas and its recent horrors in

the most machine-surveilled region of the

world,

• never mind 9/11 way-back-when,

• may inhibit the bad guys much less than

ourselves.



• https://gb2earth.com/primacy

https://gb2earth.com/primacy


That is, these days when planning new types of

terror, the bad people have found ways to 

think outside the restrictions of our 

#totalsurveillance-#it, whereas we, as 

democratic workforces working dutifully 

within its constraints, have ended up having 

our free-thinking fatally winged.

And certainly when compared to the worst 

criminal minds on the planet.



And because we ourselves have been 

increasingly inhibiting our own creative capacities 

through such #surveillance-#tech, whilst –

increasingly – creative criminals escape such 

limitations, 9/11 is no longer a terrifying historical 

blip.

Since then, Putin’s Russia. And now Hamas

against all the peoples of the region.



We need, really do, absolutely must

return to the secrecy levels of the

original #it-#tech, where we just about

did have that digital pencil & paper I've

been advocating for a while now.



• https://secrecy.plus/spt-it

https://secrecy.plus/spt-it


If creative crimefighting truths are to

emerge intact, as we attempt to battle

an increasing tide of creative criminality,

both unhinged as well as unstoppable, I 

do actually agree we need to hide some

truths.



But specifically:

1. Those nonconforming insights,

2. only reached by equally unleashed and therefore 

equally free-thinking good people,

3. whose role then would be to out-think the bad

4. before they even considered their types of evil in 

the first place,

5. never mind implemented them.



The final process then becoming …?

• To first reverse-engineer past criminality 

(perhaps, even, to date, that which has been 

unsuspected), 

• in order to learn how to properly forward-

engineer,

• the kind of creative criminality that outwits 

our still-needed machines. 



And how do these humans

outwit our machines so

terrifyingly?



Because machines only predict

the future on the basis of the

past.

Whereas humans can predict and

make the future on the basis

of … the future.



So.

Imagine this.

What if we were able to bring the two together?

What if it were possible to make several 

different ways of seeing the world work 

together in much more seamless and 

respectful ways?



What if we finally engineered an #it-#tech –

architectures and all – which served, as well

as chose, to promote:

• an increasingly untrammelled capacity on

the good guys’ sides,

• in order to be able to previsualise the

structured violence of the worst an 

inhumanity can throw at us.





. https://gb2earth.com/terrorism/definition

https://gb2earth.com/terrorism/definition


• https://sverige2.earth/complexify

https://sverige2.earth/complexify


• https://youtu.be/VI4qZCCpjE8

https://youtu.be/VI4qZCCpjE8


Because what's lately undeniable is that

the criminals are already deepening their

capability to outwit our chosen reliance 

on a #machineprimacy, at the expense of 

their ongoing #humanprimacy.



• https://secrecy.plus/fire

https://secrecy.plus/fire


Not all truths must be disclosed, 

you say? Or at least taken into 

account?

Then I do agree, happy to – though

even here … only kind of.



Not so much that not all truths are

RELEVANT …



More so, that not all should be

immediately REVEALED ...



Before, I mean, what I would term their

OWNERS – their direct creators; those 

who think them into being I mean –

become fully comfortable with sharing 

them to a wider world.



Why?

Because that’s the luxury the most horribly creative criminals 

ensure they always have:

• they can plan the next 9/11, Ukraine and Hamas in 

environments no longer inhibited by #totalsurveillance;

• they can fly with their terrible ideas in the first place, 

without potential disapproval to inhibit their deepest 

intuitions; and 

• they know no one will see any of those dark thoughts 

whilst they are still not duly readied for exposure to the 

public.



Can we do any of the things mentioned on the previous 

slides as effectively in the fields of operational warfare, 

spycraft, law enforcement and security?

Can we?

Don’t the three events already outlined in this presentation

show us we can’t – without a deep change in how we 

understand the true value-add of becoming far more 

#secrecypositive as a fundamental tool to fight creative 

criminality?



• What "The Philosopher

Space" is all about, 

actually.

• But this time, one for the 

good people amongst us, 

so war, espionage and 

crimefighting get as 

creative as the criminality 

they all need to keep at 

bay and conquer.



• https://gb2earth.com/pgtps/space

https://gb2earth.com/pgtps/space


And this is what, with everything mentioned today, 

we aim for us all to get better at:

• plumbing the depths of human hatred safely and

securely,

• in order to prevent it emerging in the cities and

communities of good people everywhere,

• as a reportable fact, ever.



One final observation, too.

It’s not the only way. And I'd be the first

to argue this, too.

In fact, it should be one of two ways at 

least.



We therefore propose introducing new kinds 

of technologies and architectures to deliver a 

brand-new, firmly enhanced and expanded 

#humanprimacy – a philosophy and set of 

architectures which may truly surprise us.



For they may have no limits at 

all.

Humanity unleashed, this 

time for the good.





So.

The opportunities are clear.

One thing, however, we must

continue to do as before.



We should continue to stop defeating this criminally 

creative human fire, which I’ve been describing, with 

the existing #machineprimacy which:

• in a world of security where not everything can be 

said, 

• have professionally prevented

• many events similar to 9/11, Putin’s Russia and 

Ukraine, and Hamas’s attack on all the peoples of 

the region.



And now a closing observation.

It’s also true that neither #machineprimacy nor #humanprimacy as 

actions of our nation-states, and of their forces at the service of we the 

citizens, need to be the whole story.

We citizens, ourselves, should surely also be encouraged to play a much 

firmer part in democracy’s maintaining and future health.

The author of this slide-deck therefore additionally suggests we should 

ideate what he calls the #BuildingoftheFEARlessCITIZEN.



• https://gb2earth.com/research/fearless

https://gb2earth.com/research/fearless


#BuildingtheFEARlessCITIZEN is a project of new 

technologies, but in the sense the French 

philosopher Foucault understood the terminology: 

• ways of structuring society systemically,

• for ill or good.

In our case, obviously the latter.

And including new #it-#tech opportunities, as 

much as innovative kinds of legal figures and other 

society-engineering approaches.
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